
Introduction
The COVID 19 outbreak dramatically highlighted the inade-

quacy of the Emergency Department (ED) settings in dealing with
events that can acutely affect a wide range of population. The
immediate urgency to create strictly distinct pathways became also
a strategic aspect for reducing possible sources of contagion inside
the hospital.1  This need has often clashed with inadequate struc-
tural conditions of the hospital: in fact, the rigidity of many EDs is

due to the hospital typology and its localization (affected by func-
tional program);2,3 and it prevents them from being quickly adapted
to new needs in the case of maxi-emergencies.4 In several recent
international projects, the presence of a multifunctional space
and/or a buffer area guarantees different scenarios in relation to the
healthcare/emergency needs.5

Unfortunately, adding more stretchers is too often the only pos-
sible response to overcrowding. In addition, there have been calls
for years now for emergency rooms to be adapted to the needs of
the frailest patients, particularly the elderly, who make up more
than 30% of the ED accesses and who need a suitable environment
for their physical limitations (reduced walkability, sensory reduc-
tions such as sight and hearing) and cognitive limitations (demen-
tia). There is also a frequent lack of spaces to manage the patients
with acute behavioral disorders, who need a quiet environment,
safe furnishing, and the possibility to be monitored, observed, and
treated outside the ED’ hard area.6

The ED is, as its mission, a dynamic environment that must
deal with the expected and the unexpected events. This implies that
its organization must be flexible so that teams can always respond
appropriately to the changing needs.7-9 A proper support of the
architecture, its technologies, and overall facilities is essential to
make this possible.

Starting from these assumptions, a group of experts in emer-
gency medicine from the AcEMC (Academy of Emergency
Medicine and Care), a team of researchers in healthcare design of
the Design & Health Lab (ABC Department) of Politecnico di
Milano (Milan Polytechnic University) and other experts in the
field gave rise to a collaboration for the definition of the
Emergency Department 4.0. In fact, the aim was to develop a pro-
posal for a structural and functional model of the Emergency
Department and to identify the best design strategies to implement
it for the new construction hospitals and for the renovation of exist-
ing facilities. This position paper aims to give rise to a Decalogue
that is based on the analysis of the scientific literature and some
useful strategies argued between experts in hospital design and
practicing health professionals. It aims to become a starting point
on this field of interest for the scientific community, with the ambi-
tion to continue the studies in the field and to be continued and
detailed over time as useful reference for future evidence-based
projects.10

Decalogue

1. Accesses to the ED and pre-triage area
During the pandemic event, the ED proved crucial in respond-

ing to the spread of the virus, especially in the early stages, when
EDs risked becoming themselves the epicenter of epidemic out-
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breaks. To respond to this and other possible special needs (maxi-
emergencies, NBCR emergencies, environmental ones, etc.;11 it is
appropriate to guarantee separate and dedicated entrances in addi-
tion to the traditional routes for ambulances/vehicles and pedestri-
an accesses. This could ensure an easier control of the flow of
patients and separate accesses to the different functional areas,
especially during epidemic periods. In addition, it is necessary to
make available multiple cleaning and disinfection points in the
ambulance area.

Decontamination outdoor areas should be provided close to the
ED, possibly facing the entrance, where temporary and semi-tem-
porary prefabricated volumes (or canopies) can be placed to ensure
a confined space with a buffer and pre-triage function.12

In conclusion, the atrium and waiting areas should be enough
dimensioned to facilitate spacing and convertibility to emergency
care spaces (easily implemented oxygen and vacuum dispensing
facilities should be provided for this purpose).

2. Triage area
The triage area should be located barycentrically to the

entrance(s) for facilitating the rapid flows of priority codes. A ded-
icated space should be available to allow separating the triage of
patients with possible transmissible infections.

There should be easy interaction with administrative staff and
clinical areas of the ED. Systems should be provided for audio
and/or monitor communication with people in the waiting room. 

3. Pre- and post-triage rooms
The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed the need to ensure

social distance among users. For the waiting rooms, it is suggested
to estimate about 3.14/4 sq m or 9.85 cu m per user to allow safe
seating in the worst-case situation, as several international institu-
tions suggested.

When possible, waiting rooms should be in proximity of, or
have direct contact with the outdoors; this could ensure greater
user safety through natural air recirculation and more seating
space, at least in the spring and summer seasons.

Waiting areas and intermediate buffer zones within the ED and

with adequate engineering plants (oxygen, vacuum, electricity,
etc.) allow the separation of flows and, in case of need, enable the
safe parking of stretchers as is already the case in many national
and international case studies.

4. Flexibility, internal layouts, and dimensioning
The recent pandemic has highlighted the need for adaptable,

flexible, and resilient architectures, an issue previously argued by
several international researchers.7 Specifically, it is strategic to
arrange, also within the clinical area of the ED, multipurpose
buffer areas, which can be quickly set up or reconverted in case of
need.

The organization of the internal layouts - for what is consented
by the construction features of the building- should ensure a series
of compartments/core units that: i) in the ordinary scenario, they
are differentiated based on priority coding (white/green/light blue/
/orange/red) or the intensity of care (low, medium or high ones); 
ii) in maxi-emergencies can be divided into independent nuclei for
the treatment of different casualties (i.e., infectious/non-infectious
areas).13

About these needs, the presence of a nurses’ station and the
duplication of support rooms for each compartment is strategic to
ensure managerial and organizational flexibility.13

The present ED sizing in general needs to be increased (by
10% or more) with special attention to:14 i) the atrium and waiting
areas to facilitate spacing and convertibility to emergency care
space; ii) the inclusion of smaller and more numerous waiting
spaces close to the treatment areas; iii) the increase of storage areas
for healthcare materials, equipment, and dirty and clean storages;
iv) the inclusion of isolated treatment stations, dedicated to infec-
tious patients but also useful during the ordinary daily activities; v)
the possible increase of the corridors’ sizing and elevators to
encourage the social distance.

In general, starting from the possibility to sub-divided the
areas, the presence of two corridors, playing the role of a double
“backbone” could ensure the coexistence of internal paths for ordi-
nary activities along with differentiated flows in the case of infec-
tious maxi-events. 
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Figure 1. Schematic layout of the Emergency room, starting from the contents decalogue. Sketch by M. Gola, S. Mangili, Y. Yu and S.
Capolongo.
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In addition, the settings should be supported by the presence of
a wayfinding system that is easy to understand and allows flexibil-
ity in case of a change in the organization of flows and compart-
mentalization of the areas.

Finally, since ventilation systems play a strategic role in the
design of ED spaces, as several experiences have shown, it is sug-
gested that as many rooms as possible should be created with an
external view to ensure air exchange by opening windows.15

5. Specific treatment areas
ED often proves inadequate for the management of specific

categories of users. Dedicated and adequately equipped pathways
and clinical examination areas should be provided for the follow-
ing: i) elderly patients: spaces for evaluating reduced cognitive,
motor, and sensory capacity. Consider designing spaces with ade-
quate lighting and soundproofing, walking aids, presence of family
members is necessary;16 ii) children and adolescents: it is request-
ed, if present, to guarantee separate areas for the pediatric areas,
except for emergencies, and it is necessary to offer dedicated wait-
ing areas and spaces for parents;17 iii) patients with mental and
behavioral disorders: here it is necessary to offer spaces for inter-
views and treatment area, to be designed with safety criteria for
patients and healthcare staff. If possible, a dedicated area should be
available to physically restrain agitated and violent individuals.
The psychiatric observation unit, when present, should be located
away from the chamber area of the ED; iv) victims of sexual abuse
or domestic violence: a special attention to safety and privacy
should be dedicated with specific and protected areas; v) patients
with infectious disease: it is necessary to guarantee dedicated neg-
ative pressure rooms. The presence of isolated ED areas and/or
buffer spaces of varying sizes in case of an emergency can be use-
ful;18 vi) immunocompromised patients: one or two positive-pres-
sure rooms are required; vii) contaminated patients by chemical,
biological and/or radiological agents: NBCR area with direct
access from outside, showers, wastewater collection, audio video
system for control and communication from outside are necessary;
viii) patients in custody: dedicated room with security criteria
doors, windows, and furniture, if necessary, should be guaranteed.

In addition, a counseling area is required for bad news commu-
nication and/or bereavement management; the dedicated area
should be designed with armchairs, ordinary furniture, and toilets.

6. Diagnostic areas and mobile technologies
Currently at the international level, there is no specific require-

ment at the regulatory level to include or not include a dedicated
diagnostic area in the ED, and this choice is strongly conditioned
by the healthcare design and healthcare organization of each
healthcare facility. However, the COVID-19 emergency highlight-
ed the importance of the presence of dedicated radio-diagnostic
spaces in the ED settings, as well as the use of mobile diagnostic
technologies that can reduce patient and healthcare personnel dis-
placements, thereby reducing the risk of cross-contamination.13

7. Communication technology
In an increasingly integrated healthcare system, characterized

by clinical and care interventions provided by a growing number
of professionals, the support of contemporary and efficient com-
munication technology is essential for:13,19 i) decision support
(scores, algorithms, guidelines, protocols, diagnostic and therapeu-
tic pathways); ii) remote consultations (with image transmission),
both inside and outside the hospital; iii) direct access to patient
records, laboratory tests, diagnostic images, consultations, etc.

8. Relationships with other functional areas of the hos-
pital

The design of sanitary and not-sanitary functions within the
hospital should consider the strong correlation between the ED and
the surgery block, the intensive care unit (possibly with semi-
autonomous access from the outdoor), and the diagnostic areas.13

Where possible, it is preferable to place these functions on the
same floor to facilitate their attainment with horizontal connec-
tions, and to limit as much as possible the transit of infectious
patients in the vertical distribution (elevators); alternatively, it is
advisable to set up elevators dedicated to infectious patients that
allow their immediate vertical transfer.20

9. Well-being of patients and healthcare staff
According to the User-Centered Design and more generally

Universal Design approach, special attention must be paid in hos-
pital design to the physical, psychological, and social needs of all
users (patients, healthcare staff, and visitors), which may be ampli-
fied in emergencies.13

In general, as several studies demonstrated, with the absence of
specific soft qualities and relationship with the green, healthcare
personnel can be affected by higher than normal symptoms of anx-
iety, depression, insomnia, and stress inside hospital facilities.
Therefore the design of the space and of the furniture, as well as
the views on green areas, is strategic in these settings, both for the
workers and user.21

From evidence-based design studies, the presence of spaces
(particularly green spaces) to ensure the psychological and physi-
cal well-being of all individuals involved, as well as the working
efficiency of healthcare staff, is fundamental. In addition, such
spaces, in the case of an emergency, could provide environments
for users to relax from psychological stress and daily pressures.5

10. Safety
The safety of patients and healthcare staff is ensured first and

foremost by the separation of pathways (children/adults, emergen-
cy/minor emergencies, remand patients/others, patients with
behavioral disorders/others).

Also the presence of walking aids (handrails in hallways and
bathrooms), adequate lighting, beds and chairs with safety devices,
and bells for calling for help, etc. are essential. It is important to
provide for the surveillance of walking patients with cognitive
impairment, using electronic systems (e.g. beacons or other sys-
tems).13

In any case, the presence of an area for security officers is nec-
essary inside the ED settings.

Conclusions
As a synthesis, the following schemes merge all the useful

design concepts argued in the Decalogue (Figure 1).
This study serves as a starting point to define guidelines and

strategies regarding the design and management of ED in health-
care facilities, starting from the recent COVID-19 pandemic.
Beginning from this Decalogue, it is necessary to develop some
focuses on these results and strategies for improving the knowl-
edge on this field also at the international level.

All these aspects will continue the advancement of knowledge
and competences within the field of healthcare design which is
critical for supporting interdisciplinary collaboration between
healthcare facility managers and clinicians in the future planning,
programming, and designing of healthcare settings.22
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